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Teacher: Miss Harper

Knowledge Organiser
Term 4
“The mind once enlightened cannot
again become dark.”
― Thomas Paine

How to use your Knowledge Organiser
Quiz your neighbour
Multiple choice quiz
Key words
Spelling Tests
Extended Writing
Knowledge test

Catching up
Quiz yourself
Create Flashcards
Application
Revise

Using in Class
Your teacher will give you a topic and you can create questions to test your neighbour’s
knowledge and understanding
A quick quiz based on the knowledge organiser
Tell your teacher if any key words from your knowledge organiser come up in lessons
Using the key words, your teacher might give you some spelling tests
Using this key information, create longer pieces of writing showing your specialist
knowledge
At the end of the unit, your teacher might give you a test based on your knowledge
organiser

Using at Home
Use the knowledge organiser to catch up on any lessons you have missed
Read through the information, repeat it to yourself, cover and test your knowledge
Turn the information in to revision cards
Use this information to add to any homework or classwork, including longer pieces of
writing
Use the information to revise for any assessments or end of topic tests

Term 4 – KS4 PEARSON EDEXCEL
MATHEMATICS
Charts, tables and averages

Term 4 – Science
Biology

Term 4 – English
GCSE and Entry Level

Question 3 – Structure (8 marks)
You need to think about the whole source.
Common
word spellings (homophones):

Entry Level Writing:
✓ Structure and using
paragraphs.
✓ Writing using appropriate
sentence lengths.
✓ Simple and compound
sentences.
✓ Spelling, punctuation and
grammar (SPaG) -suffixes.
✓ Audience and purpose of texts.
✓ Writing emails, letters, reviews
and articles.
✓ Informal and
informal language.
✓ Identify correct
layout and tone.
✓ Proofreading.

There; their; they’re.
Here; hear.
One; won.
Two; to; too.

Refer to the structure used in the text to
support your answer.
Look for the following features:
Foreshadowing; backflash; tension building;
zoom in/out; dialogue; setting; character;
sequence (chronological/non-chronological);
exposition; climax; resolution.
Always mention the beginning, middle and
end of the text.
Question 4 – Personal opinion (20 marks).
Focus this part of your answer on the end of
the text.
To what extent do you agree? What is your
perspective on the quote given?
Without using previous examples of language
and structure give your own opinion to the
statement, using PEED. You are expected to
provide 5 PEED’s in order to gain full marks.
Spelling is not critical, but attempt higher
level words, even if you are not sure of the
correct spellings.

Term 4 – Health and
Wellbeing
Let’s continue to focus on
OURSELVES.

